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We discuss the implications for gamma ray burst studies of a dark unbroken U(1)D sector that
couples predominantly through gravity to the visible sector. The dominant dark matter component
remains neutral under U(1)D. The collapsar model is assumed to explain the origin of long gamma
ray bursts. The main idea is that, by measuring the change in stellar black hole spin during the
duration of the GRB, one can make inferences about the existence of a dark matter accretion disk.
This could potentially provide evidence for the existence for a U(1)D sector.

I. INTRODUCTION

The possible existence of a dark unbroken U(1)D
sector, complete with dark photons, charged particles,
and perhaps even dark Hydrogen has been extensively
considered in the literature [1–17]. For simplicity, we
will consider dark matter that is neutral under the
standard model. The dominant dark matter component
is neutral under the U(1)D sector. We will assume
there is some excess of dark charged particles such that
neutral Hydrogen may be formed as in the visible sector.
In this type of scenario, dark matter may form more
complicated astrophysical structure such as galactic
disks [13–15, 17]. Astrophysical observations such as
halo shape analysis [18–20] and the bullet cluster [21–25]
will bound the amount of allowed charged dark matter,
but ultimately cannot provide evidence for its existence.

We will assume that the collapsar model [26–28],
whereby the iron core of a progenitor star collapses
into a black hole, describes some of the observed long
gamma ray bursts and is followed by jet emission which
is powered by the Blandford-Znajeck (BZ) mechanism
[29–42]. We observe these jets as gamma ray bursts [38].
While there are competing theories about the origin of
jets, numerical studies indicate that it is more likely that
astrophysical jets are the result of the BZ mechanism
rather than the Penrose mechanism or accretion disk
braking [36, 38, 40] , for at least some sets of parameters.

If a U(1)D sector exists, it will accrete around a black
hole and emit jets of dark radiation that are unobserv-
able by visible sector photodetectors. The mechanism
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underlying both the dark jet production and the visible
jet production is the same. Therefore the black hole ro-
tational energy will evolve differently than expected from
the case of visible jets alone. We derive an equation for
the amount of U(1)D energy density in the vicinity of
the newly formed black hole. We expect the visible sec-
tor and dark sector accretion disks to be formed in a
similar manner since they are subject to the same gravi-
tational environment. This will need to be checked with
“two-sector” numerical simulations. We also note that
the bounds we derive are easily evaded. If the U(1)D
charged dark matter is too sparse around the progenitor
star, too massive or the dark fine structure constant too
small, the effect disappears.

II. TEMPORAL CHANGE IN BLACK HOLE

SPIN

The extractable energy of a Kerr black hole is given by
subtracting the irreducible mass contribution from the
total energy [43]

Eextr = MB

[

1− 1√
2

(

1 +
√

1− a2
)1/2

]

, (1)

where −1 < a ≡ J/GM2
B < +1 is the dimensionless spin

parameter. Defining γ ≡
(

1− Eextr

MB

)

and solving (1)

for the spin parameter yields

a = ±2γ
(

1− γ2
)1/2

. (2)

Without loss of generality we will restrict ourselves to
the case of prograde rotation in which a is positive. A
similar analysis may be done for the case of retrograde
rotation in which a is negative.
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The value of the spin parameter has recently been mea-
sured for several stellar mass black holes [44]. Our pro-
posal is to constrain the U(1)D energy density in he vicin-
ity of the progenitor star by measuring both the temporal
change in stellar black hole spin and the energy emitted
in visible jets during a gamma ray burst event. Defin-

ing λ ≡ −2

(

1− 2γ2
)

(1− γ2)
1/2

= 2
√
2

(

1− a2

1−
√
1− a2

)1/2

, the

derivative of the spin parameter with respect to time may
be shown to be

ȧ = 2 γ̇

(

1− 2γ2
)

(1− γ2)
1/2

≡ −λ γ̇. (3)

There are two contributions to γ̇, one proportional to
the change in rotational energy and the other propor-
tional to the mass accretion rate

γ̇ = − Ėextr

MB
+

Eextr

MB

ṀB

MB
≈ −γ

Ėextr

MB
. (4)

For the entirety of this study, we are interested in the
time regime after an accretion disk has been formed so
that accretion rate is a meaningful concept. On the left
hand side of (4) we have assumed that the irreducible
mass is constant (as is the case for a maximally efficient

process [29]), Ṁir = ṀB − Ėextr ≈ 0, and therefore all
energy infall remains extractable over the duration of
the burst event. This approximation becomes better
as the black hole spin parameter |a| approaches unity.
Numerical studies have shown that the black hole spin
rapidly grows during the collapsing stage [28].

Within the assumptions outlined in the introduction,
the three contributions to the Ėextr are infall of visible
and dark matter, jet emission in the visible and dark
sector (if the microscopic parameters in the dark sector
allow for jet emission), and the emission of gravitational
radiation

Ėextr = Ṁin,v + Ṁin,D − Ljet,v − Ljet,D − Lgr. (5)

There may be other sources of energy loss that we are
neglecting here which may be quantified with numerical
simulations, but we will restrict our attention to these
contributions. Substituting (4) and (5) into (3) we obtain
our final expression for ȧ

ȧ =
λγ

MB

(

Ṁin,v + Ṁin,D − Ljet,v − Ljet,D − Lgr

)

. (6)

If the measurement is consistent with Ṁin,D =
Ljet,D = 0, there are several possible explanations.
Obviously, it may indicate that there is no such dark
U(1)D sector in nature. Or the mass-to-charge ratio
is too large and/or the fine structure constant is too
small so that pair production is not efficient [29] and/or
the Alfven speed cannot exceed the local free fall speed
at the ergosphere [40]. In addition, the dark sector

magnetic field does not benefit from the existence of the
visible progenitor star magnetic field. This could require
a more efficient magnetic field generation by the dark
accretion disk than is present in the visible accretion disk.

If the microscopic properties of the U(1)D sector are
appropriate for observing an effect, it may indicate that
there is not enough energy density of dark matter in the
vicinity of the black hole to compete with the energy
density of the visible sector. The visible sector has for-
mer star remnants in the immediate vicinity to source
visible jets. The dark sector requires instead the pres-
ence of a dark structure which may be nearly coincident
with the progenitor star. In the scenario of [13, 14], ex-
isting constraints on MACHOS (Massive Compact Halo
Objects) [46, 47] are not easily interpreted in a way that
constrains the existence of these dark structures as is dis-
cussed in [13]. We note that solar capture of dark matter
in the visible progenitor star will not be significant since
we have not allowed interactions between the dense core
of the visible star and dark matter, other than gravita-
tional interactions. It has been shown that solar capture
is inefficient in these types of models even if a small cross
section with visible nucleons is allowed [16].

III. A SIMPLE ESTIMATE

The order of magnitude estimates for the visible

parameters are given by [36]
Ljet,v

MB
≈ 10−4/s, [40, 45]

Ṁin,v

MB
≈

(

1 s

1 s + ∆t

)

10−2/s and [48]
Lgr

MB

<∼ 10−9/s.

For any given observed system, simulations using the
exact parameters of that system will need to be done to
determine these values for that given system.

Observations have shown that long gamma ray bursts
may easily last for ∼ 102 seconds. We will be optimistic
and assume spin measurements can be made over the
timespan of ∼ 102 seconds starting roughly ten seconds
after initial core collapse. For simplicity we will assume
that throughout the measurement the power emitted,
Ljet, is constant. In principle the power emitted will
change with time, but this happens at a much slower
rate than the spin parameter itself. Therefore if the
time between spin measurements do not allow the spin
parameter to evolve significantly more than 1%, the
variation of power emitted may be neglected for a rough
estimate.

For an initial spin measurement (ten seconds after the
initial collapse) of a ≈ 0.8, we obtain λγ ≈ 2.4 and there-
fore (∆a) ≈ 0.05 at a time 100 seconds after collapse. If
dark matter infalls or emits jets this value may change.
To distinguish these two cases experimentally, we must
have the precision to measure spin to at least the second
decimal place with enough time resolution to distinguish
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the beginning and ending spin for a given visible jet event.

IV. CURRENT AND FUTURE

MEASUREMENTS

Recent measurements by NuSTAR, XMM-Newton,
and Suzaku [49] of Fe Kα spectral emission have allowed
astronomers to fit the supermassive black hole spin a.
This method has also been employed for determining
the spin of stellar mass black holes (see [44] for a review
and discussion of methods). Since the redshift of super-
massive black holes for which spin has been measured
is comparable to that at which we observe some gamma
ray bursts, it seems to us that it is possible in principle
to perform this measurement for the stellar mass black
hole that may underlie long gamma ray bursts.

The Astro-H [50, 51] experiment scheduled to launch
in 2015 and proposed experiments such as IXO/AXSIO
[52], ATHENA+ [53, 54], Extreme Physics Explorer
(EPE) [55], and the Large Observatory For Timing
(LOFT) [56] would further increase our abilities to
measure these parameters to greater precision. Further
precision improvements on these values will greatly
reduce the uncertainty in our calculation arising from
O(1) factors.

In the previous section we showed that in order
to detect the dark U(1)D sector one must be able to
measure at least a 1% change in the spin parameter
with a time resolution capable of distinguishing the
beginning and end of a long gamma ray burst. To our
knowledge, no attempt has been made to measure the
spin of a stellar black hole during the gamma ray burst
period. We do not know whether current techniques
and experiments used for measuring black hole spin are
capable of doing so or not. The purpose of this letter
is to make the case that such measurements should be
considered and would have profound implications.

Currently, the only evidence we have that dark matter
exists is through gravitational effects, therefore it may be
that dark matter only couples gravitationally to visible
matter. A discrepancy between how quickly a black hole
decreases its spin and how much energy has been emit-
ted in visible jets could provide positive evidence that
there exists a dark unbroken U(1)D sector in the uni-
verse, which is capable of emitting jets of dark radiation.
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